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Introduction 

 
The purpose of this document is to serve as a companion to the “Bok Tower Garden Finding Aid 
Creator" – an EAD Code Database prototype produced in March-April 2002 for the History of Medicine 
Division (HMD) by Edwin Staples. The goal of the HMD of the National Library of Medicine’s project 
was to provide an easy-to-use tool for entering new collections and output a fully formed EAD finding 
aid into a parser-ready document. It is a Microsoft Access database produced using a standard 
installation of Microsoft Office 2000 Professional. 
The prototype attempts to “automatically” create EAD coding that will validate correctly. Spoken more 
plainly, the database should take a lot of the busywork out of the process of getting a box list into EAD. 
It is built upon a database by Alvin Pollock of the Berkeley Sunsite1 but differs in one important way. 
Pollock’s database was built for batch-input using a scripting language called Perl. The HMD prototype 
is built for keyboard input (though can receive batch input if properly altered). Visual Basic is used for 
all scripting features instead of Perl. As the explanatory text of the Sunsite points out, Perl is a better 
language for the handling of EAD output, but Visual Basic is adequate to the task—as well as available 
to every installation of Microsoft Access. 

                                                
1 http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/ead/eaddb/index.html 
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I.  Viewing an Existing Collection 
 
Open the database by double clicking the filename BTG Finding Aid Creator. 
It will open to the Menu/Switchboard form. Click the button Open Database. 
 

 
 
A form will open which displays the list of collections.  
 
Note: if the form looks blank, simply click the “View Selected Collections” button at the bottom and the list 
will display 
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Open the collection that you want by either selecting it and clicking the “View Selected Collections” button or 
by double clicking on the desired collection.  View the information by selecting the tabs at the top.  
 

 
 

Please note the open door icon  on the far left footer bar. This icon will always take you back one form at 
a time, similar to the back button on your internet browser. 
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II. Adding & Editing a Collection 
 
**NOTE:  Please read through all of the steps in this section, as well as all of the field definitions in Sections III, 
IV, and V prior to actually creating a new record and entering the information in these fields.** 
 
NOTE: Before entering a new collection record, please check for an existing collection in the database to ensure 
no duplication and errors later. 
 

As with viewing an existing collection, go to the Menu/Switchboard form and click the “Open Database” 
button 
 

 
 
 
Click the “add a collection record” button in the footer of this form.  
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The form titled Collection detail and box list creator opens. A new record will appear, with some constant 
data entered already. The box list will be blank. Some of it has been placed to prompt you. For example, 
the value of encoder of finding aid will be initialized to enter your name.  
 

 
 

Header, Frontmatter, DID 
 

Clicking through each tab, beginning with <header>, takes you through the process of creating a high-level 
collection record. All information that needs to be repeated throughout the <header>, <frontmatter>, and 
<did> sections will automatically carry forward, so you need only enter this information once.  See section III. 
Header/ArchDesc/DID Field Definitions for more details on each field. 

 
 

Biographical and Scope and Contents Notes 
 

These fields are set to “memo” within Access which allows you to enter large narrative pieces. You may type 
directly into the form, or paste text from your word processing program. If typing directly, hitting Ctrl+Enter 
will create paragraph breaks. See section III. Header/ArchDesc/DID Field Definitions for more details on 
each field. 
 
 

Saving the Record 

Whenever creating a new collection record the grayed-out diskette icon in the footer will activate .  
 
Click to save the record. Be sure to always check to see if the icon is active—this is your only prompt to save 
your work. You will only hit save once for each new collection. As you continue to add/edit information it will 
be saved automatically. 
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Editing Records 
 

As when viewing collection records, simply open the collection that you want by either selecting it and 
clicking the “View Selected Collections” button or by double clicking on the desired collection.   
 
In the process of editing, please be aware that the collection ID field is the key field. This means that the 
following will cause errors that may prevent your edits being saved: 

i. Removal of the collection ID. 
ii. Changing the collection ID to one that is already in use for another record. 
iii. Leaving the collection ID blank. 

 
To regenerate the record you must return to the opening Menu/Switchboard by clicking the open door icon 

 on the far left footer bar. This icon will always take you back one form at a time, similar to the back 
button on your internet browser. 
 

Entering the Box List (basic) 
 

Data entry may be performed in two manners: 
1. Typing directly into the form 
2. Importing a spreadsheet or tab delimited text. 

 
For direct data entry, select the tab box list to add new entries and simply begin typing in the unittitle field.  
Please see Section IV: Box List Field Definitions for more details on entering box list information. For the 
CLIR project, we will be entering information directly into the form.  For information about entering box list 
information by importing a spreadsheet, please see Section VII: Importing Box Lists. 
 
Note: The box list can be enlarged by clicking the “full screen” button at the bottom right. This will open the 
form Box list-full screen view. 
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III. Header/ArchDesc/DID Field Definitions  
 
Note: Do NOT use symbols such as ampersand (&), copyright (©), registered (®), and trademark (™), as they 
will cause the EAD to be invalid. These symbols are auto-created in programs like MS Word, so pay close 
attention when copying and pasting information into larger fields, such as the biog/hist note and scope and 
contents. 
 

Header Tab 
 

Collection ID:  This is a unique identifying number for each collection and can NOT be repeated. For the CLIR 
Cataloging Vertical Files project, please see “file naming/number sequence” section in the “Process & 
Workflow” document. 
 
Note: If for some reason you need to alter the Collection ID, any information you have already entered in the 
Subject Terms and Box List will be deleted. It is recommended to export a copy of the finding aid first, so that 
you can copy & paste the information back in. 
 
Unittitle: This is the title of the collection, which is also a unique field can NOT be repeated. For the CLIR 
Cataloging Vertical Files project, please see “file naming/number sequence” in the “Process & Workflow” 
document. 
 
Filename: This will become the name of the file once it is exported as an EAD finding aid. The default is set to 
“enter file name all lower case for sgml” as a reminder.  For the CLIR project, the file name will be the same at 
the Collection ID, except all lower case and periods in place of spaces. Please see “file naming sequence” in the 
“Process & Workflow” document.  Note: Do NOT include the file extension (ie: .xml or .pdf); this will be 
automatically added when you output the collection level records (more about this process in Section VIII. 
Outputting Collection Level Records). 
 
Title prefix: This field allows you to select a prefix for the collection of either “Finding aid to the [collection 
name]”, “Inventory of the…”, or “Register of the…”.  Default is set to “Finding aid to the…”.  For the CLIR 
project, please use the default “Finding aid to the…”  
 
Collection date: This is the date span of the collection. Please use YYYY-MM-DD format, with hyphens (ie: 
“1971-03-16”). Please use a forward slash to separate the dates in a date range (ie: “1971/1999” or “1971-03-
16/1999-08-27”), and commas to separate date breaks (ie: “1971, 1986/1999”). Please use “9999” for open ended 
dates (ie: 1971 – present will be “1971/9999”), and please use “undated” for unknown dates. 
 
Author: This is the author of the finding aid. Default is set to “Bok Tower Gardens, Anton Brees Carillon 
Library”. For the CLIR project, please use the default “Bok Tower Gardens, Anton Brees Carillon Library”. 
 
Encoder of the finding aid:  This is the person who is entering the finding aid in the database. Please put your 
full name. The default is set to “Enter Your Name” as a reminder. 
 
Edition of the finding aid:  The <edition> element can be used to designate a finding aid that has been so 
substantively changed that it constitutes a new version and supersedes earlier versions of the finding aid. The 
default is set to “1.0”.  For the CLIR project, please use the default 1.0.   
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Frontmatter/ArchDesc Tab 
 

Collection ID, unittitle, collection date, author of the finding aid, encoder of the finding aid, edition of the 
finding aid will all carry over from the previous tab. 
 
Original publication date: This is the date of publication of the finding aid. The default is set to the current 
year.  For the CLIR project, please use the default of the current year. 
 
Processed by: This is the person(s) who is (are) physically processing the collection.  Please put the full 
name(s).  
 
Original processed completion date: This is the date of completion of the physical processing of the items. The 
default is set to the current year.  For the CLIR project, please use the default of the current year (keeping 
careful attention at the end/beginning of the year for items that may have been processed in the year prior but 
the finding aid is being created in and thus defaulted to the current year). 
 
Level: This refers to at which level the collection data is describing, collection level or fonds level. The default 
is set to “collection” level.  For the CLIR project, please use the default “collection” level.  
 
Language:  This is the language of the finding aid.  The default set to “eng” (English). For the CLIR project, 
please use the default, “eng”. 
 
 

DID and AdminInfo Tab 
 
Collection ID, unittitle, collection date carry over from previous tabs 
 
Provenance: The default is set to “creator”.  For the CLIR project, please use the default “creator”. 
 
Origin: The options are “individual” and “corporate entity”. The default is set to “individual”. For the CLIR 
project, most of the finding aids will be “corporate entity”.   
 
Corporate Name/Personal Name (dependant on field above): This is to list the name of the individual or 
corporate entity of origination. For the CLIR project, please list either the “Guild of Carillonneurs of North 
America” or “Bok Tower Gardens”, as appropriate.  Default is set to “Bok Tower Gardens”. 
 
Numerical extent:  This is to list the approximate physical size of the collection in linear feet and/or boxes (as 
appropriate). Use the below guidelines for determining the size of the collection in linear feet. 
 <1” =  .1 linear ft 
 1-3” =  .25 linear ft 
 3-6” = .5 linear ft 
 6-9” = .75 linear ft 
 12” = 1 linear ft  
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If there are no boxes, please put a 0 in the field, rather than leaving it blank. 
 
Abstract: This is a high-level description of the content of the collection, providing a brief overview. It can 
include information found later in the biographical/historical note and scope and content sections, but should 
not be as detailed. 
 
Acquisition information: This describes how the repository came to be in possession of the collection. ie: “Gift 
of…” or “Purchased in…”.  For CLIR project, if donor is known (items will be marked), please indicate the 
information in this field. If the acquisition information is unknown, please leave this field blank. 
 
Access restriction: This yes/no field indicates if there are any restrictions on who may access the collection. 
Default is set to no. For the CLIR project, there should not be any access restrictions (exception may be 
financial or other confidential documents w/in the GCNA collection which may not be restricted access to non-
GCNA members).  
 
Copyright restriction:  This yes/no field indicates if there are any copyright restrictions. Default is set to “yes”, 
so that the EAD will read “Copyright was not transferred to the public domain. Contact the Reference Staff for 
details regarding rights.”  For the CLIR project, please use the default “yes”.  
 

Biog note Tab 
 

Biographical/Historical Note: One or more paragraphs providing information about the corporate body, 
person, or family that created, assembled, accumulated, and/or maintained and used the materials being 
described. Note: please always use full/proper names.  When appropriate, please use universally recognized 
abbreviations, such as ISO country codes. 
 
For CLIR Project, for instrument/tower files, please include as much of the following information as possible: 

- Name(s) of the carillon, tower, and institution, including former names if applicable. 
- Location, including the address, city, state, and country (States spelled out, 2-digit ISO country codes). 
- Dates including: year(s) built, and dedication date(s). 
- Current number of bells, type of instrument (ie: traditional, non-traditional, chime, etc), number of 

octaves, notes (pitch), weights, foundry, inscriptions, and its current status (ie: silent, removed, etc.) 
- Information about the instrument’s history, such as expansion, retuning, etc. include what was done, 

the date, and by whom. 
- Whom the carillon was named for and/or donated by. 
- Carillonneurs – who played and during which years, including who performed the dedication. 
- Notable features about the tower such as practice keyboards, stairs/elevator, or other information 

about the location 
- Special/notable events – host GCNA/WCF/ICF, regular series, etc. 

 
Notes about formatting: 
 - Numbers one – nine, written out as words. 10+ written as numerals. Exception: decimals & addresses 
 - Do not use Mr./Mrs./Ms./Miss prefix unless specifying a couple and/or first names are unknown 
 - Do use politcal/medical/religious/military prefixes 
 - Bells are “cast” not “made”, towers are XXX feet “high”, not “tall” 
 - One who plays a chime is a “chimer”, and one who plays a carillon is a “carillonneur” 
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 - For note/pitch use the appropriate #/b and then in parenthesis write it out ie: “A# (A sharp)”, “Eb (E 
Flat)” 
 

Scope Note Tab 
 

Scope & Content note: One of more paragraphs describing the following elements (if applicable). 
- the function(s), activity(ies), transaction(s), and process(es) that generated the materials being 

described; 
- the documentary form(s) or intellectual characteristics of the records being described (e.g., minutes, 

diaries, reports, watercolors, documentaries); 
 - the content dates, that is, the time period(s) covered by the intellectual content or subject of the unit 

being described; 
- geographic area(s) and places to which the records pertain; 
- subject matter to which the records pertain, such as topics, events, people, and organizations; and 
- any other information that assists the user in evaluating the relevance of the materials, such as 

completeness, changes in location, ownership and custody while still in the possession of the creator, 
etc 

 
Note: Scope notes at the box list level do not need to repeat the scope and contents at collection level, but can 
give additional information if needed/appropriate. 
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IV. Box List Field Definitions 
 
Please note:  if the box list is not completed, the EAD will not export properly as a PDF.  
 
Unittitle, unitdate, carton, and folder:   
Self explanatory. Currently unittitle is not a required field, enabling the user to create titles that are dates only. 
The output in the collection level EAD will read “NULL”. Alternatively, the field can be set to “required” and 
the user will be required to enter some data. In this case, we suggest that date only titles use a unique character 
such as ~ for the unittitle placeholder. In either scenario, a simple Find/Replace All will remove these 
placeholders from the final output. For the CLIR project, please do not leave the unittitle field blank.  

 
Series.sub:  
Activates the Series Browser function. Simply type the series number or subseries number to which each 
record belongs. Although it is not set as a required field in Access, for the CLIR project, you MUST fill in the 
Series.sub field or else the finding aid will not export correctly as a pdf.  When filling in this field, please use 
preceding zeros ie: 001, 002, 003… and not simply 1, 2, 3…  
 
Level: 
Level is the equivalent of the appropriate <C0X> level. 1 for series level, 2 for subseries, 3 for sub-sub-series, 4 
for folder or item, etc. 
 
GlobalSeq: 
Orders the box list according to the desired intellectual arrangement. Must be in ascending numerical order.  
Increases automatically by single integers. 
 
When adding records to an existing box list, use the globalseq field to indicate their place within the 
arrangement.  Re-order the list by clicking once in the globalseq field and clicking the sort ascending button on 
the toolbar (circled in the next illustration). 

 
Tip: to add a record between two existing records:  

• Manually number the original list so that there will be room for a whole number in between for the 
new record, eg. 5, 10, 15, 20; or  

• Number new records using decimals. This field is set to carry numbers out to 2 decimal places--either 
2.5 or 2.05 are possible. Re-sort the field in ascending order using either the A-Z button on the toolbar, 
or right-click in the field and choose the same option. 
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Box list, full screen view. How to re-sort after editing (circled items) 

 
 
Children:  
Indicates whether the record contains subordinate components, i.e. does a series or subseries such as <C01 
level=”series”> or <C02 level=”subseries”> have records within the hierarchy.  At the item or file level the 
checkmark must be blank, indicating that the lowest level has been reached. 

 
PrevLevel:  
Turns on the closing <C0x> tag at the end of a series or subseries. It works in conjunction with Level and 
Children. 

 
When finished editing, make sure to click the PrevLevel field for each record edited, and any records 
immediately following an edited record. This field must contain the same value as the level field for the 
preceding record in order for the EAD output to be valid. PrevLevel literally means “level of the previous 
record”.  Without it properly set your <C0x> will not close and invalidate your EAD. 
 
Scope:  Scope of the series/subseries being described. Not a required field. 
 
Restricted: Indicates whether the series/subseries is restricted. Please note: this is for the particular 
series/subseries only, there is a previous field for access restrictions to the whole collection. Please use the 
dropdown to mark “YES” if there are restrictions. If no restrictions, please leave this field blank. 
 
URL:  When entering a link (if applicable), please enter a complete URL and not a relative path. 
ie:  “http://linkexample.com” and not “linkexample.com”  
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V. Subject Terms Field Definitions 
 
Subject terms are entered into 5 different categories: Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), names of 
people (persname), corporate names (corpname), geographic names (geogname), and meeting name 
(mtg_name).   
 
Note: Meeting Name is not a recognized EAD tag, this field is mapped to the EAD field <corpname> and is 
coded to the MARC field 611 (meeting name).  
 
There are pre-existing subject terms in each category, so you simply need to click on the drop down menu for 
your desired category and either scroll down or begin typing to find your desired term. 
 

 
 
Please note: you MUST have at least one term in each of the five subject categories, even if it is only blank, 
or else the EAD will not validate. 
 
New subject terms can be added to their appropriate categories by adding them to the correct table in the 
database (“subj_lcsh”, “subj_corp”, “subj_geog”, subj_pers”, or “subj_mtgname”).   
 
Note: each time a subject terms gets added to a collection, it is added again to the subject table and associated 
with the collection ID, so subject terms may be repeated multiple times within the table and show up multiple 
times on the drop down menu when selecting terms for the collection. 
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VI. General guidelines for data entry – Ensuring validity of output 
 

a. The first item in the collection must have a GlobalSeq of 0 (zero). There must be no other items in the 
same collection with the GlobalSeq set at this value. Valid EAD output depends on it. 
 

b. Be aware of the likelihood of inserting more records later. The globalseq will automatically count up 
by whole integers. If you are likely to add more records later, globalseq is able to increment by 2 
decimal places (e.g., 1.01--1.02). Simply place your cursor in the field and change the numeric value to 
reorder new records. This field can go as high as 2 billion so you will not exceed its limit in size. 

 
c. Any series or subseries items creating a hierarchy must have a level that is preceded by the next level 

up. A level 3 must follow a level 2, and so on. The output script of the database will only tag the closing 
<C0X> correctly if this rule is followed. If countless errors occur in the output, search first for 
occurrences of parents without children, or subseries errors.  

 

 
 

 
 

d. The field prevlevel must contain a correct entry for the information mentioned in number 2. This is 
automatically entered at the time the data is input but can easily be thrown into a state of error when 
records are inserted later.   
 

e. The fewer omissions the better. Blank fields should be indicators that information is missing, but if a 
field is blank because existing data is omitted, it can create the mistaken impression that the data is 
unknown. 

 
f. Also, the process will be slowed if, for example, the user doesn’t notice a certain piece of data is missing 

until the collection has been output to EAD code. Then there are two possible routes, both redundant: 
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a) fix the omission in both EAD and the database or b) fix the omission in the database and output the 
EAD a second time. 

g. Be certain to place the cursor in all fields. Some tag creation scripts depend on it. This is done by using 
the tab key to move from field to field. 
 

h. To control the order of the records, the globalseq value can be reset. To add a record later, change the 
values of globalseq to include the record in the correct sequence. In other words, if the third record 
rightly belongs between the first and second, change the globalseq value of records 2 and 3 to 3 and 2, 
respectively. 

 
i. When finished, re-set all the prevlevel fields. If the prevlevel field is not updated AFTER ALL DATA 

ENTRY IS COMPLETE there will be high likelihood of errors in the output. 
In other words, before completing the editing task, click once in every instance of the field prevlevel. It 
will reset automatically and the tag output will be valid. Hold down the ⇓ arrow to perform this task 
easily. 
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VII. Importing Box Lists 
 
Another way of entering boxlists, especially when working on large collections, is to create your boxlist in a 
spreadsheet or other tab-delimited text, then import the data into the database. 
 

a. The first row should contain the field names listed below: 
 

unittitle | unitdate | carton | folder | level | series.sub | globalseq | collid 
 

The new label “collid” is required to link the box list data with the correct collection. The value should 
be the same as your “collection id”. 
 
Note: It is much easier to use the drag options of Excel to enter globalseq numbers and the collid than 
using the manual entry method. 
 
Note:  Set your unitdate column properties to “text”, otherwise you will get some strangely formatted 
dates, as Excel will try to think for you. July 7, 1943 may appear as 7-Jul-43. 

 
b. Save the file to your favorite folder for importing. 

 
c. In the database, click File à Get external data à Import. 

 
A navigation window titled Import will open. At the bottom of this form, click the arrow next to “Files of 
type” and choose “Microsoft Excel”, then navigate to select your spreadsheet to import and click “OK”. 
 

d. Follow the directions from the import wizard:  
 

1. Datasheet will appear in the wizard. Click next à  
2. Check the box marked “first row contains column headings” à next 
3. “Where would you like to store your data?” select “In an existing table” à next 
4. Select “tblDetailed” à next 
5. Finish 

Open the database again and look at the collection’s box list tab and see your data nicely imported! 
6. Check the proper boxes within Children. Typing “yes” into an Excell column headed “children” 

will do the same thing. It’s just easier to check them after the import. 
7. Place your cursor in the Prevlevel field and press the down arrow  ⇓  on your keyboard to set the 

values in this field. Holding the button down will scroll you through the whole document (for long 
finding aids I lay a heavy object on the button and come back later) 
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VIII. Outputting Collection Level Records: 
 
Note: Before you can output any collection level records you MUST make a folder c:/EAD 
You only need to do this once when initially setting up the database. 
 
To output for your collection level records, go to the Menu/Switchboard and click the Export EAD Finding 
Aid to C:/ead Folder button. 

 
 
The MakeEAD form will open, and you will see a list of all of your collections. Please note: the collections are 
listed alphabetically by Collection ID, simply scroll down to view the entire list.  There are two buttons to the 
left of each collection; one will export the EAD Finding Aid as a PDF and the other as an XML. Please click the 
button by your desired collection to create the EAD in your desired format. 
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A message will then pop up, stating that your desired EAD has been created. 
 

  
 

You can now go to the c:\EAD folder and you will find your EAD as an XML or PDF file.  
 
Note: if	you	re-export	a	finding	aid,	the	existing	XML	file	in	c:\EAD	will	be	appended	to,	not	overwritten,	so	you	need	to	
delete	the	existing	file	in	C:\EAD	first.		This	does	not	apply	to	PDF	files,	which	will	be	replaced	when	re-exported.		
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IX. How to Change the Constant Text and EAD Elements 
 

a. Open frmMakeEad in Design Mode 
 

 
 

b. To edit constant data for your repository information, click each field to expand the text box; click a 
second time to bring the box to the foreground. You can move and expand the boxes as needed to 
better view the fields. 

 
c. Edit your information in the appropriate places. 

 
Note: This is also where you change EAD tags and syntax to fit your version of the DTD, or to change from 
version 1.0 to 2002, etc. This is also where you change the source fields of the data you input 
 

d. When you’re done, resize and move the fields back to their original location.  Make sure that the 
footer is back its original size, or it will affect the view of the form when you go to selection collections 
later. 
 
e. Resave the form. 
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X. How to Change the Global Sequence Integer Increase Value 
 
To change the global sequence integer increase value to allow for inserting records later 
 

a. Open frmDetailed in design mode 
 
b. Open the Visual Basic editor (in the “Database tools” tab, the “Visual Basic” tab is on the far left) 
 
c. Change the value “GlobalSeq = Maxing + ” to 2, 5 or however many increments you desire. This will 

change the globalseq auto increase in the boxlist form so it will function as 2-4-6, etc., or 5-10-15, etc. 
Save and close VB editor. 
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XI. Appendix 
 

Errors 
 
The following lists are for troubleshooting purposes when things go wrong with the database.  
 
- The form won’t allow edits or additions 

Several fields are required. This means the record can only be saved when there is a value in 
the field. For the ID fields, this value must be unique. If an error occurs when editing or adding 
records, the error field name will be given. The best way to avoid errors when adding records is 
to search for a preexisting entry for the record.  
 

- EAD output from this database fails to validate 
Possible Causes: 
1. Failure to enter valid box lists. Basic EAD guidelines must be adhered to. The database 

produces the tags automatically but very few of EAD’s own validation rules are 
embedded in the databases structure. 

2. Errors in copying to EAD from the database. Steps for copying the output must be 
correctly followed. See Instructions for Data Output. If even one tag is misplaced or 
omitted, there will be scores of errors in the validation script. 

3. Incorrect use of the globalseq and prevlevel fields. If a record is out of sequence or the 
level data is incorrectly entered there will be numerous errors (see IV. General 
guidelines for data entry – Ensuring validity of output). The sequence for correcting 
this:  
A) make sure that the globalseq field has the correct values for the box and folder list 
you have created,  
B) sort the records by globalseq to make sure they are in the order you want them and 
finally,  
C) click in each of the prevlevel fields to make sure they hold the correct values (also 
done by placing the cursor in the first occurrence of prevlevel and holding the down-
arrow key (↓) until the last record is reached. 
 

- Multiple user errors 

 
The “write conflict” error message 

 
As mentioned above in General Guidelines there is a conflict that can occur when two users 
edit the same record at the same time. The recommended course of action if this happens is to 
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talk to the other user before responding. If you have done extensive data entry while the other 
user has only been browsing, you will prefer to select save. Generally speaking, though, very 
little data is at stake, so if in doubt, it might be better to drop one’s own changes and start again 
after the other user is safely done with the record. 
 

- The database becomes slow or freezes 
Access databases must be compacted on a frequent basis. This is a quick operation that might 
safely be done on a weekly basis.  Its menu location is Tools > Database Utilities > Compact 
and Repair Database.  
Note: The database must only be open by one user to perform this operation. Failure to 
compact a database can lead to performance problems. 

 
- Design changes. Compact repair can only be done when the database is open by only one 

user. This is also true of any design changes. A recommended approach to design changes is to 
make a separate copy of the database until the changes are done, then place the edited version 
in place of the older version (it is also valuable to keep both in case the design changes don’t 
work out).  

 
 

Correction of Prevlevel Field 
 
This topic is covered earlier in the document but is important enough in the process to be 
mentioned again, in more detail.  
 
The issue is basically one of ensuring that the database knows when to output nested tags and 
when to output non-nested tags. For example, if a record’s tag is a series level 2, or a <c02>, 
there are two ways the tag could be presented. If it has <c03> tags following it (known by EAD 
and this prototype as children), then it must stay open until another <c02> record is inserted.  
 
For this to happen correctly the database must check every record for a new occurrence of 
changing from one level to another, watching out for a need to close a parent-record. At the 
moment the only way to do this is to click on the prevlevel field on either the Box list-full 
screen view form or the Collection detail and box list creator form. A Visual Basic script will 
identify the previous record’s level (hence the prevlevel moniker) and store it until the output 
report requests its value.  
 
When the output report is run, each time a new record is examined, the prevlevel and children 
fields combine to perform the following actions: 
  For each record in the report: 

• find prevlev 
• if prevlevel is greater than the level of this record 
• find out how many levels higher it is than the current record 

• output a close tag for each of the levels that haven’t been closed yet 
• output the opening tags for this record 
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• output the data for this record 
• if the children field is set to “yes” 

• do not output the close tags for this record 
• if it is set to “no”, output the close tags for this record. 
•  

The above action sequence takes place as part of the query tag_nester that supplies data to the 
primary box and folder list output (a report named rtPrintTag4All). 
 

Understanding the Automating of the Workflow 
 
Input 
The table structure for input was designed by the Sunsite at Berkeley, a large EAD encoding 
project in the California University system.  The important modifications to the database have 
been largely in automating EAD output. In other words, to successfully use this database to 
produce EAD code one could use any variety of methods of input, as long as the table structure 
is followed. Nevertheless, forms have been added to simplify input, to hide the complexity of 
the tool from everyday users, and to reduce the possibility of errors throughout the process.  
 
Output 
To produce consistent and valid EAD output, two of MS Access’s most valuable attributes are 
combined  

• Queries: most of the fields are enanced with EAD tagging at the query level using 
code such as the following (items in bold are field names):  
 
closeme: ", <unitdate>" & IIf(IsNull([unitdate]),"n.d.","" & [unitdate]) & 
"</unitdate></unittitle>" & IIf(([children]=False),"</did></c0" & [level] & 
">","<physdesc>" & [physdesc] & " </physdesc></did><scopecontent><p>placeholder 
for scopecontent</p></scopecontent>") 
 

• Visual Basic code enhances a collection of objects such as the closeme object shown 
above. This is the scripting behind the buttons, the report, the inclusion of various 
pre-entered information such as Enter Your Name. 
 

In both cases the coding can be manipulated in a variety of ways other than I have done. The 
database output could be manipulated in dozens of useful ways without having to change the 
underlying structure of the tables and relationships. Resources cites all the publications used in 
solving coding questions during the process of building the prototype. 

 
Why not use Perl? 
The introduction to Alvin Pollock ‘s database project suggests using the Perl scripting language 
for the processing of database output, i.e., turning database records into quickly-coded EAD 
without causing frustration for the end user.  
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Pollock’s rationale for using Perl is my reason for using Visual Basic. The tool is already 
available and in use by the institution (in Pollock’s case, Stanford). HMD is using Microsoft 
Access database for other applications. Access comes with Visual Basic support built in. In 
order to use Perl we would have to create new instances of Perl on PCs that already have MS 
Access installed. 

 
Having said this, it is worthwhile to further explore the capability of third party products to 
more easily maximize the potential of this prototype.  

 
In fact, the application used to create the tool is not as important as the aims behind its creation: 
reducing the redundancy of data; simplifying the overall process of publishing holdings online; 
and freeing up the time of archivists to broaden administrative control over holdings. 

 
 
 
 

Resources: 
1. Alvin Pollock. EAD and Databases Perl and ADO on MS Windows. 

http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/ead/eaddb/index.html 
2. Google. Group: microsoft.public.access.forms. 

http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&group=microsoft.public.access.forms 
3. Microsoft. Microsoft Access help files. Microsoft Access 2000 (9.0.3821 SR-1) 
4. Roman, Steven. Access Database. Design and Programming. O’Reilly. Cambridge, 1997. 
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